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Executive Summary 

Last week we expected “a thrust to SPX 2098-2103 before it [intermediate iii] peaks. We got SPX 2116. Off by 13p. 

Not at shabby prediction. In addition we did expect that then “a correction larger than around 30-40p should occur.” 

So far we got 32p. Not a shabby prediction either. Hence, with these two facts in the book we are confident that 

intermediate iii peaked at SPX 2116 and intermediate iv either bottomed on Friday at SPX 2084, or may have one 

more wave in store to SPX 2075ish. However, there are enough waves in place, as well as trendline support and 

short term S/R levels, to suggest all of iv is in. 

A break below SPX 2075-2070 would mean a larger correction is upon us, but for now we see that as less likely as 

the daily and weekly (TI) charts continue to support more upside. For example, the S&P 500 was up 1% for the week, 

while the DOW, NAZ/NDX were up 1.4% and 2%/1.3%, respectively: these facts by itself show that there’s really 

nothing bearish going on yet.  

While we expected a an interim top at SPX 2120-2140, and with a high of SPX 2116 fell short 4p, we used the DOW, 

SPX and NDX to determine a Major 3 top at SPX 2140-2190 with an ideal target of SPX 2170. Once we are confident 

Major 3 is in, we can then determine where we expect Major 4 to end. For now we tentatively say SPX 2100. But it 

all depends on how high Major 3 wants to go.  Primary V is still targeted for SPX 2300. 

As such, we are bullish until proven otherwise 
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Elliot wave update 

Last week we started off with the notion that: “Our preferred count we’ve traceked for weeks continues to track well, 

and the market is now close, or has finished intermediate iii of major 3 of Primary V at SPX 2094 on Friday”. Both 

counts we presented suggested that iii would fall short of our ideal SPX 2120-2140 target. Well, we got 22 more 

points to SPX 2116 and then the largest pullback since the intermediate i high at SPX 2039 (ii down to SPX 2017: 

22p), down to SPX 2084: 32p. We also anticipated a 30-40p pullback for intermedaite iv. Hence, both our views of 

the market were met. 

Since corrections are always very hard to forecast (they can take on any shape or form; there are no set rules) being 

flexible is key. Hence, why we set target zones, not one specific target level. In Figure 1 we can see the move from 

SPX 2116 to 2084 is overlapping and lacks an impulse structure; hence corrective and hence why higher levels above 

2116 can be with all likelyhood be expected. Note that at SPX 2084 (white) minute c=a (100% white extension) and 

(green) minor c is almost equal minor a (at SPX 2082, 100% green extension): enough to fullfil intermediate iv. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: intermediate iv completed? Target zone reached. Found support at green trendline. 

 

In addition we can observe how price tagged the green uptrend line, which is the lower trend line of the trend 

channel in place since the SPX 1991, major 2 low made October 14. This we already pointed out in last Thursday’s 

update.  

Hence, all requirements have been met for intermediate iv. This doesn’t mean it still can’t go lower (because the 

38.2% retrace is at SPX 2073) but the likelihood for intermediate v now underway is highest. A break below SPX 2070 

would mean a larger correction is at hand, but based on the analyses of observable evidence on the next pages we 

regard that as a low likelihood. 
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Also the DOW shows us that price found support at the same trend line: figure 2, lower red trend line. Note that we 

sport our alternate count bullish count on the DOW with major 1, 2 early October and not mid-October as on the 

SPX (see figure 2 and 3). In addition, price found support at the horizontal, white, S/R line (what was resistance 

before may act as support). Price did fall short of the ideal intermediate iv target in this, but as long as price respects 

the trend line and S/R level the trend remains up. 

Figure 2. DOW hourly chart: intermediate iv completed? Price found support at white S/R line and red trend line 
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Using both the DOW count and the SPX count we can now set targets for major 3 (see figure 3). Our ideal target 

zone (yellow box) remains based on fib extensions of major 1 and 2 using the SPX count, where intermediate iii is 

2.00x i. Using this count intermediate v can then do whatever it wants, but the most likely target is SPX 2190, right 

at the yellow 138.2% extension (major wave degree). The next lower target is SPX 2170, right at the yellow 123.6% 

extension. Both fall within our target box. Using an intermediate v=i extension the target is SPX 2140; right at the 

yellow 100% extension. In summary, major 3 can end between SPX 2140 and SPX 2190. Quite a range we must admit, 

and as such we’d like to focus on the middle of the 3: SPX 2170 

Figure 3. SPX hourly chart: Targets for Major 3 
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Since we look across many indices to get as much weight of the observable evidence, here we wanted to show the 

NDX as it counts very well as having intermediate iii completed. Note that here we count the late august low as all 

of Primary IV and the late September low as major 2, with price now in intermediate iii of major 3; thus in sync with 

the DOW and SPX.**  

Figure 4. NDX daily chart: Counts very well as intermediate iii completed. Major 3 targets shown with white lines 

 

First note how Primary III almost exactly reached the bull flag target we outlined early 2015. BINGO (kudos, where 

kudos are deserved  ). Second, note that intermediate iii hit the 123.6% extension of i, and reversed down to the 

100% extension: in essence enough for a 4th wave. Using v=i; v=0.764x i; v=0,618x i; and v=0.5x i extensions (white 

lines) we can see that 3 of the 4 reach to the ideal (yellow) major 3 target zone. If we then add the yellow and blue 

long term trend lines (in place since the September 2012 high and the March 2009 low (!), respectively) it becomes 

clear the v=i extension overshoots both and should be excluded. Because the blue trend line has kept the lid on price 

during all of Primary III (!), we should expect the same this time around. Given that price has stalled between he 

yellow and blue trend line many times, see chart, the 0.500 to 0.764x extension are the most likely targets: NDX 

4840, 4920, respectively. That’s 2.8% to 4.7% above current levels. Translated the S&P 500 it would mean 2160 to 

2198. Right around our ideal target zone (2140-2190). 

Since the S&P500 underperforms the NDX, e.g. no new ATH on the S&P yet, while the NDX did make a new ATH, the 

aforementioned SPX 2170 price target for Major 3 seems indeed most reasonable. Although we can speculate on 

where Major 4 will then end, likely around SPX 2100, let’s first focus on nailing/finishing Major 3.  

 

 

 

** The reason we chose note to count the SPX and DOW like the NDX is because the broader indices; NYA and WLSH5000 violated both OEW and 

EW rules, respectively at the late September low to count them as the NDX (and NAZ). Since we regard the SPX and DOW also as broader indices 

we sync them with NYA and WLSH5000. Regardless, all indices are now back in sync: intermediate iii of major 3. 
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SPX update 

Nothing has changed with our price-only chart. Break out targets remain, S/R zones remain, etc. We can observe 

that price stalled at the upper, 3rd, band of resistance. However, we do expect it to break out based on the symmetry-

targets (green arrows). We’ve fine-tuned these arrows and now find that the target SPX 2180. Pretty close to our 

ideal SPX 2170 target for major 3. 

Figure 5. SPX daily chart: break out target remains. Blue arrows are break out, green arrows support 

 

If intermediate iv continues we do expect it to find support at the SPX 2075 level (black horizontal line), which also 

has been S/R prior over the past year+ 
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Zooming in, the weekly chart shows the S&P 500 was up 1% for the week, while the DOW, NAZ/NDX were up 1.4% 

and 2%/1.3%, respectively (not shown). This by itself shows that there’s really nothing bearish going on. Price 

continues to be well-above the 20w SMA and above the 50w SMA; bullish. Last week we observed that first 

resistance is at around the dotted horizontal black line, and price did indeed stall there. The other targets remain: 

above the upper BB at SPX 2166, R1: SPX 2189 and R2: SPX 2319 provide resistance. The first level coincides with 

our preferred major 3 target of SPX 2170 and the last level with our Primary V target. All TIs continue to point up, 

and there’s not a sell-signal anywhere. As such we should continue to look up on a weekly basis. The green breakout 

arrows as our Primary V target remain in play: a breakout above SPX 2135 signals a SPX 2300 target based on 

symmetry.  

Figure 6. SPX weekly TI chart: 50w SMA reached, and acting as support. Breakout above 2135 targets 2300 

 

Hence, around SPX 2300 remains our longer term target for Primary V. 
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Over the past two weeks negative divergence crept in on the RSI5 foretelling the current 32p correction. The daily 

A.I. gave a less than ideal sell-signal (all lines moved down, but not all moved from >80 to <80, e.g. compare that 

with the ideal buy signal late September: solid green line). The Bollinger bands are still wide and pointing up. We 

ideally want them to become tight and level out before a larger correction (major 4) will ensure. As such based on 

these observable facts we can continue to look up. Resistance is at SPX 2151 and 2223. Our SPX 2170 target. Note 

the upper green long term upsloping green trend line. It should provide resistance for major 3. 

Figure 7 SPX daily TI charts: Negative divergence made its presence. None-ideal A.I. buy signal. 
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Miscellaneous  

Our simple moving averages charts continue to improve as price remains above the SMAs. Now the short term (ST) 

chart is 82% bullish, while the long term (LT) is still 61% bearish. The former confirms the uptrend we’re in, while the 

latter shows that for now the longer term uptrend is in jeopardy; primary V may be too weak to setup a new long 

term uptrend. Despite the recent 32p correction on the S&P500, the VIX remains suppressed and continues to fall. 

VIX was able to move over the descending trend lines but is still below its 20d SMA. Note the tightening Bollinger 

bands. These can remain tight for a few weeks before the VIX will “explode”, making its presence in Major 4. For 

now, the bears stand no change with such low and downtrend VIX. 

Figure 8. ST-SMAs chart: 82% bullish. LT-SMA chart: 61% bearish. VIX remains stuck below descending trend lines 
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Conclusion 

Last week we were yet uncertain if intermediate iii had topped or not. With this week’s 32p correction on the S&P 

500, the largest since mid-October, and the market completing enough waves up, we are confident intermediate iii 

is in. Although there are enough waves in place for an intermediate iv low, it can still drop lower (to SPX 2073) 

without violating any rules. However, the highest likelihood is that it has bottomed at Friday’s low of SPX 2084. A 

drop below SPX 2075/2070 would suggest a larger degree wave is underway, but we don’t expect this based on the 

observable setup of the daily and weekly (TI) charts.  

Using the preferred count on the SPX, as well as the alternate count on the DOW, and the picture-perfect count on 

the NDX we determined that a major 3 top between SPX 2140-2190 is most likely, with an ideal target of SPX 2170. 

 

We are bullish until proven otherwise. 
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